Formal robustness analysis of failure detection and accommodation systems could play an important role in their validation and ultimate certification. However, formulation of linear fiactional transformation (LFT) models can be very difficult for complex parameterdependent systems. This paper presents a matrix-based computational approach that can be implemented in software for obtaining LFT models of complex systems involving parametric uncertainties, faults, and failures.
.O Introduction
Certification of failure detection and accommodation systems for aircraft will require a comprehensive validation process (integrating analysis, simulation, and experimental methods) to ensure the safety and reliability of these systems. Robustness analysis for systems with structured uncertainty could play an important role in this process. Robustness is a key issue in the performance of failure detection and accommodation systems. Failure detection schemes can experience performance difficulties (such as false alarms) due to modeling uncertainties. Robustness of the control system can mask faults and failures and make the detection problem more difficult. It is fairly common for integration of failure detection and accommodation systems to be problematic if they're designed separately. Robustness analysis can also identify worst-case combinations of uncertainties, faults and failures for use in guided Monte Carlo simulation and/or experimental studies. For aircraft, robustness to nonlinear parameter variations over the flight envelope must also be considered.
Consider the generalized block diagram shown in Figure 1 for an integrated failure detection and accommodation system. 
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The term, f(6), represents a function of the uncertain (and failure) parameters 6. Closing the loop around Kf and separating the varying parameters yields the block diagram shown in Figure 2 . An interpretation of evaluating these transfer function matrices relative to the H, norm is given in Table 1 , which is slightly more complete than that given in Ref. [l] . 
Effect of Failures on Uncertainties
Note that all of the interconnection matrices in M associated with A(s,6) must be determined in order to formulate the generalized block diagram of Figure 2 . This requires formulation of an LFT model (see Reference [2] ), which can be extremely difficult and time consuming especially for parametric uncertainties (see References [3] - [ 111) . In fact, the dificulty in formulating the uncertainty model in LFT form is a key impediment to performing robustness analyses for these systems. Section 2 presents a matrix-based computational approach for obtaining LFT models for complex systems involving parametric uncertainties. Several examples are presented in Section 3, to demonstrate the modeling approach and provide a more detailed modeling framework for analysis. Section 4 presents some concluding remarks. The LFT model to be solved in this section is depicted The matrix S(6) is a compact representation of the system model. The matrix Q represents the nominal system model. The interconnection matrices P, R, and L are to be determined for the uncertain component of S using the following equation.
Note that SA(S) contains given system matrices which are functionally dependent on the parameters 6. A solution for
equation (5) is summarized below for SA(6) formulated as a multivariate polynomial matrix function of 6. However, it should be noted that multivariate rational functions can also be formulated and solved using this approach (see Ref [6] ). Equation (5) can be solved for multivariate polynomial problems by replacing the matrix inversion with a finite series expansion and a nilpotency condition, and each P main-diagonal block is nilpotent of index vi:
The block-triangular structure of P is sufficient but not necessary for nilpotency, and other special structures can also be found. Solution of Eqn. (6) for the matrices L, P, R and A(6) can then be reduced to solving the following set of equations.
Linear 6i Terms:
(1 1)
(12) Crossterms:
where:
Note that the SA terms on the right-hand side of Eqns.
( 1 1) through (13) are the known constant matrix coefficients associated with the indicated parameter terms in SA(6).
Moreover, depending on the number of parameters and the degree of each appearing in SA@), there can be literally hundreds of SA coefficient terms and coupled matrix equations to be solved (or more). Moreover, satisfying these equations as simultaneously as possible to take advantage of any common structure (and reduce the resulting model dimension) while satisfying the nilpotency condition of Eqn. (7) is highly nontrivial.
Solution of L, R, and Main-Diagonal Blocks of P:
A solution for this part of the problem is given in Refs. [7] and [lo], but is summarized here for completeness. The blocks of L and R, and the main-diagonal blocks of P are solved simultaneously for each uncertain parameter 6i using the linear and 5" -degree 6i terms. The solution is accomplished such that the resulting main-diagonal blocks of P are nilpotent with the appropriate index of nilpotency equal to the maximum parameter degree in SA(6). This solution is accomplished numerically with a matrix singular value decomposition (svd) by recognizing that this part of the problem is equivalent to a 1-D state-space (minimal) realization problem and by appropriately defining the equivalent block Hankel matrices. The solution is accomplished for each Fi parameter as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem
Consider the linear and Gfi-degree 6i terms of SA@), which can be expanded as follows and the notation (A)+ designates the pseudoinverse of matrix A. The Pii matrix is nilpotent with index qi. 7
2.2 Solution of P Off-Diagonal Blocks:
The P off-diagonal blocks are each solved using the appropriate crosstems of SA@), as defined by Eqn. (13). Another complication to performing the augmentation is that in augmenting the underlying L, R, and P matrix The off-diagonal block equations for Block Row 1, Eqns. (22), (24) and (25a) for i=l, solve all pair-wise crossproduct terms associated with 616,. The off-diagonal block equations for Block Row 2, Eqns. (23), (24), and (25) for i=2, solve all pair-wise cross-product terms associated with S2SJ, plus all triple terms involving 81628J. The third block row equations (not shown) solve all pair-wise crossterms associated with S3SJ, plus all triples associated with 61S3i!jJ and S283SJ, plus all quadruple terms associated with S182S3SJ. Thus, the equations for the i" block row solves the pair-wise crossterms associated with S,SJ, plus all combinations of crossterms involving i!j1, S2, ..., 6, and 6,.
Note that the solutions include all n"-degree terms. This is accomplished by the main-diagonal blocks of P (PJ raised to various powers up to ql -1, as defined by Eqn. where A, B, and C are known constant matrices. Thus, solution of the off-diagonal blocks of P can be reduced to solving matrix equations of the form of Eqn. (26), which requires satisfaction of the following rank conditions. ... s 1 diagonal blocks of P. Moreover, the augmentation process must be general and implementable for any number of
The approach taken in this paper to solve the above augmentation problem is based on utilizing the structure of the A and B matrices (i.e., involving successive powers of This lemma directly applies to the B matrix given by Eqn. (24); its dual (obtained by taking transposes) can be directly applied to the A matrix for block row 1, as given by Eqn. (22b). However, it can be shown that the lemma can also be applied to the off-diagonal block solution for any block row by reformulating the associated A matrix to be in the form of Eqn. (28). Thus, arbitrary columns can be added to the columns of Li, and arbitrary rows can be added to the rows of Rj during the augmentation process. Moreover, an arbitrary nilpotent augmentation of the correct nilpotency index can be added to .the main diagonal block partitions. The augmented matrices become:
where is obtained using the general description for a nilpotent matrix given in Ref. [14] .
The general process is to augment Li and Pii to satisfy the column rank condition for block row i, and to augment R, and Pii to satisfy the row rank condition for block column j. In order to retain previous solutions and to permit arbitrary augmentations to previously computed Pi, matrices, Ri (Lj ) is augmented with zero rows (columns) when Li and Pii (Rj and Pii ) are augmented to satisfy the column (row) rank condition.
The augmentation scheme described above has been implemented as part of a software tool for parametric LFT modeling. The tool has been developed for general problems involving m parameters each raised to any maximum degree, plus all possible cross-product terms. This tool is currently being tested and refined. Preliminary testing of -60 randomly generated problems indicates that the tool is working correctly. Current refinement efforts are focused on ensuring a low-order model results for all problems.
Full P-A Model Solution:
Once the Li, Ri, Pii, and Pij matrices for each parameter have been determined, the full solution is assembled. This is a simple matter of collecting the matrix partitions together into the full L, R, and P matrices defined in Eqn. (8). The A matrix is also known and given by Eqn. (2), where the number of repetitions for each parameter, q, was determined in solving the Li, Ri, Pii, and Pij matrices.
Modeling Examples
Several examples using the LFT modeling approach have been presented in References [7] and [12] . This section contains a more complicated LFT modeling example, an example modeling framework for robustness analysis of failure detection and accommodation systems, and a faulty uncertain aircraft system model (using the model presented in Ref. [ 121) .
LFT Modeling Example
In order to test the augmentation approach presented in Section 2 for solution of the off-diagonal blocks of P, a complicated example problem was generated by extending the multivariate quadratic matrix problem presented in Ref. [7] . The original problem involved 3 uncertain parameters with maximum degree 2, coefficient matrices of dimension 3x6, and 6 non-zero matrix coefficients (out of a total of 26 possible terms). The extended example presented here involves the same 3 uncertain parameters but with the first having a maximum degree of 3, the same coefficient matrix dimensions, and 32 non-zero matrix coefficients (ont of a total of 35 possible terms). The LFT modeling approach presented in Section 3 was applied to] this example, and the resulting model is summarized below. Due to the matrix dimensions and limited space, the numerical values of the above matrix partitions are not included. However, the resulting model is correct, is irreducible when each parameter is tested as a 1-dimensional system, and the nilpotency conditions are satisfied to the proper index.
Example Modeling Framework for Analysis of Failure
Detection & Accommodation Systems Figure 4 presents an example modeling framework that illustrates the formulation (at a more detailed level) of an analysis model with parametric uncertainty that can be translated to the general model depicted in Figure 2 . This example is an extension of the modeling approach presented in Refs. [ 11 and [ 151. The plant model contains two sources of uncertainty:
operational variations (A) and component uncertainty (4).
The operational variations can include nonlinear parameter variations, as described in Ref. [12] . The component uncertainty can include variations in the underlying aerodynamic coefficients due to modeling uncertainty or to damage or icing, as well as variations to underlying subsystem components (e.g., sensors and actuators) due to subcomponent uncertainties or faults and failures (e.g., in the sensor and actuator dynamic models). The sensor and actuator blocks shown in Figure 4 represent sensor and actuator faults (excluding dynamics, which is included in the plant model), as described below.
The Ss and Sa matrices in Eqns. (30) The controller / filter block represents the failure detection filter and control accommodation system. The associated uncertainties (Acf) can represent controller gain scheduling (e.g., over the plant operational envelope) andor reconfiguration under faults and failures, as well as any uncertainties and/or parameter dependence of the detection filter.
An example detection filter and controller performance specification is also given in Figure 4 (excluding frequency weighting matrices). The detection filter performance measure is defined as the sensor and actuator failure estimation error, given below.
The controller performance measure for this example is defined as the error between the actual and some desired dynamic response. Uncertainties shown in Figure 4 for the model of the desired dynamic response were included to present variations in the desired dynamics under faults and failures. That is, the plant may not be able to have the same dynamic response under faults or damage as under nominal conditions. The analysis model of Figure 4 can be easily translated into the form of Figure 2 by pulling the Ai blocks associated with each subsystem into a single A block, and by deriving the partitions of M. Note that the LFT models for the uncertain subsystems can be determined independently, as shown in Figure 4 , or the LFT model can be formulated simultaneously for those subsystems that depend on the same parameters. An approach for doing this is discussed in Ref.
[6] for rational problems. Assuming actuator and sensor scaling factors of 1, S, is a 2x2 identity matrix and Sa is a unity scalar.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has presented a parametric LFT modeling method that can be applied to uncertainty faulty systems with nonlinear parameter variations. The approach is a 4782 matrix-based computational method that has been implemented in Matlab. The software is currently being tested and refined. The paper also presents an uncertainty modeling framework for performing robustness analyses of faulty uncertain systems and failure detection and accommodation systems. This modeling and analysis approach will be applied as part of a validation process being developed for potential certification of these systems.
